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Abstract
We explicitly map the N -body one dimensional Calogero eigen-
states in a harmonic well to the lowest Landau level sector of N -body
eigenstates of the two dimensional anyon model in a harmonic well.
The mapping is achieved in terms of a convolution kernel that uses
as input the scattering eigenstates of the free Calogero model on the
infinite line, which are obtained in an operator formulation.
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1 Introduction
Quantum statistics play a crucial role in our understanding of nature. Since
the late seventies physicists realized that non standard statistics, beyond the
usual Bose and Fermi cases, do exist in lower dimensions. In 2d one speaks of
exchange/anyon statistics [1], in 1d of fractional/exclusion statistics [2],[3].
A paradigmatic experimental setting where these statistics could play a role
is the Quantum Hall effect, where a 2d electron gas is coupled to a strong
magnetic field at low temperature. Indeed the robustness of quantum Hall
1
states and their properties in the presence of otherwise messy interactions
is a striking physical effect. A fruitful angle of approach that at least par-
tially accounts for this robustness is the identification of fractional quantum
Hall (FQH) excitations as particles obeying anyonic statistics in two spatial
dimensions. Nevertheless, and in spite of the intense theoretical study they
have received, a complete description of such states is still an open issue.
This work aims at elucidating certain still ill understood aspects of quan-
tum models with nontrivial statistics, in particular the relation between the
anyon and the Calogero integrable models.
Integrable systems of particles and spin chains have been the object of fas-
cination in physics and mathematics for the last several decades [4]-[7]. (For
reviews relevant to the present context see [8].) Relations between these sys-
tems and anyons started emerging since many-body systems of the Calogero
type were interpreted as particles of generalized (fractional) statistics in one
spatial dimension [2]. The connection becomes fully relevant upon the real-
ization that FQH states are generically lowest Landau level (LLL) states (or
low-level Landau states) and through a phase space reduction they become
effectively one dimensional (although a careful limit needs to be taken to
fully capture the one-dimensional thermodynamics [9]). Further, the sim-
ilarity between Calogero wavefunctions and anyon LLL wavefunctions [10]
suggests a complete mapping between these states in which the real one-
dimensional coordinate of Calogero particles maps to a complex coordinate
on the plane. This mapping, however, is quite nontrivial, involving either
alternative realizations of operators [11] or a matrix model noncommutative
realization of FQH states [12].
The intriguing connection between these systems calls for a deeper and
more complete mapping of their states, including density correlations. The
fact that calculations of such quantities in either system are challenging offers
additional motivation to establish their connection as an analytical device
whenever one of the systems offers a better setting than the other.
We are going to explicitly show that the correspondence alluded to above
for the eigenenergies and the thermodynamics of the LLL-anyon and Calogero
models [9] also holds for the eigenstates; more precisely, that a special class
of N -body anyonic eigenstates in a 2d harmonic well –the so-called “linear
states”– coincide with the N -body 1d Calogero eigenstates in a 1d harmonic
2
well. This special class originates from the LLL anyon eigenstates which in-
terpolate continuously between the complete LLL-Bose and LLL-Fermi bases
[13]. We will demonstrate that an N -body kernel exists allowing for a map-
ping between the two sets of eigenstates and we will explicitly construct
this kernel. Although some technical aspects of our proofs require an inte-
ger Calogero coupling constant, we expect our results to hold for arbitrary
values.
2 The LLL-anyon model
We consider nonrelativistic anyons of unit mass on the plane with anyonic
statistical parameter α ∈ [0, 1] in the presence of an external confining har-
monic trap of frequency ω. The noninteracting Hamiltonian for N such
anyons is
Hfree = −2
N∑
i=1
∂i∂¯i +
N∑
i=1
ω2
2
z¯izi (1)
Anyon statistics is encoded in the monodromy properties of the wavefunc-
tion. Redefining the N -body eigenstate to display explicitly the anyonic
monodromy, short-distance behavior and long-distance harmonic confine-
ment damping
ψfree =
∏
k<l
(zk − zl)αe−ω
∑
N
i=1 ziz¯i/2 ψ
with ψ a bosonic N -body state, we obtain a Hamiltonian acting on ψ
Hα = −2
N∑
i=1
[
∂i∂¯i − ω
2
z¯i∂¯i − ω
2
zi∂i
]
(2)
−2α
∑
i<j
[
1
zi − zj (∂¯i − ∂¯j)−
ω
2
]
+Nω
The Hamiltonian (2) acts trivially on N -body eigenstates made of sym-
metrized products
∏N
i=1 z
ℓi
i with 0 ≤ ℓ1 ≤ . . . ≤ ℓN of the (unnormalized)
1-body eigenstates zℓii so that
ψfree =
∏
i<j
(zi − zj)αe−ω
∑
N
i=1 ziz¯i/2
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
zℓiπ(i) (3)
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is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (1) with an N -anyon spectrum
EN = ω
[
N∑
i=1
ℓi +
1
2
N(N − 1)α
]
+Nω (4)
The anyonic eigenstates (3) are known in the literature as linear states since
their energy (4) linearly interpolates in α between bosonic N -body harmonic
eigenstates for α = 0 to fermionic ones for α = 1. Obviousy, they only
constitute a small subset of the full N -anyon spectrum, which remains so far
unknown.
One notes [9] that the one body harmonic eigenstates at hand in (3),
namely zi e
−ωziz¯i/2, correspond to picking on each (ℓi+1)-degenerate 2d har-
monic energy level ω(ℓi+1), ℓi ≥ 0, the state of maximal angular momentum
ℓi. The resulting one body spectrum is identical to that of an 1d harmonic
oscillator (apart from a constant shift) where the 2d orbital quantum number
ℓi now stands for the excitation number associated to 1d one body harmonic
eigenstates. Clearly a dimensional reduction has taken place from 2d to 1d.
Furthermore, trading α for g, one recognizes in (4) the N -body 1d Calogero
spectrum in a harmonic well (up to a global Nω/2 shift) with Hamiltonian
H˜g = −1
2
N∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
∑
i<j
g(g − 1)
(xi − xj)2 +
1
2
ω2
N∑
i=1
x2i (5)
The Calogero model has also been argued to inbue quantum statistics of order
g to its particles, and its states carry the tell-tale g-power of the Vandermonde
factor. These similarities, and the fact that the two systems have the same
energy spectrum and the same degeneracies, makes it clear that there should
be a mapping between the two. In the following sections we will indeed
establish such an explicit mapping.
Before doing so, let us remark that the eigenstates (3) beg for a physical
interpretation in terms of LLL eigenstates. Indeed, if we add an external
magnetic field to which the anyons now couple, we obtain the noninteracting
Hamiltonian
Hfree = −2
N∑
i=1
[
(∂i − ωc
2
z¯i)(∂¯i +
ωc
2
zi)− ωc
2
]
+
N∑
i=1
ω2t
2
z¯izi (6)
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where ωc is half the cyclotron frequency of the magnetic field and ω
2
t =
ω2c + ω
2. Redefining as above the N -body eigenstates to display explicitly
the anyonic monodromy and long distance harmonic and Landau damping
ψfree =
∏
k<l
(zk − zl)αe−ωt
∑
N
i=1 ziz¯i/2 ψ
we obtain the Hamiltonian acting on ψ
Hα = −2
N∑
i=1
[
∂i∂¯i − ωt + ωc
2
z¯i∂¯i − ωt − ωc
2
zi∂i
]
−2α
∑
i<j
[
1
zi − zj (∂¯i − ∂¯j)−
ωt − ωc
2
]
+Nωt (7)
It is obvious that
∏
i z
ℓi
i is still an eigenstate of (7), and thus (3) are eigen-
states of (6) provided that ω is replaced by ωt with the spectrum
EN = (ωt − ωc)
[
N∑
i=1
ℓi +
1
2
N(N − 1)α +N
]
+Nωt (8)
In the absence of the harmonic confinement ω = 0, i.e., ωt = ωc, (3) reduces
to the LLL N -anyon eigenstates
ψfree =
∏
i<j
(zi − zj)αe−ωc
∑
N
i=1 ziz¯i/2
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
zℓiπ(i) (9)
with a degenerate spectrum EN = Nωc for any statistical parameter α. When
α varies from 0 to 1, the LLL-anyon eigenstates (9) interpolate continuously
between the complete Bose and Fermi LLL states: this is the LLL-anyon
model.
Clearly the eigenstates (3) can be viewed as originating from the LLL-
anyon eigenstates (9) deformed by a harmonic well in the limit of a vanishing
magnetic field. The harmonic confinment lifts the degeneracy and yields
the α-dependent N -anyon spectra (4) or (8). For this reason, from now
on we will refer to (3) as “LLL-induced” wavefunctions, and for short LLL
wavefunctions.
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3 The mapping kernel
Our goal will be to present a convolution kernel that affects an explicit map-
ping of the wavefunctions of the Calogero model to the corresponding LLL
anyon wavefunctions. That is, we will derive a function of 2N variables
kg[x, z], where [x, z] denotes the collection of position variables x1, x2, . . . , xN
and z1, z2, . . . , zN , such that∫
kg[x, z]ψC,g[x] [dx] = ψa,g[z]
where ψC,g is an eigenstate of the Calogero model in an harmonic well, while
ψa,g is a LLL wavefunction of the corresponding planar anyon model in terms
of holomorphic coordinates zi (with α → g understood). We will consider a
mapping in which the trivial long-distance harmonic dampings e−ω
∑
i
x2
i
/2 of
ψC,g and e
−ω
∑
i
ziz¯i/2 of ψa,g have been factored out.
We will introduce the method in steps, starting from the relatively simple
case of two particles, first free and then interacting with a Calogero potential,
and then proceeding to treat the general case that is substantially more
involved. Also, from now on we set ω = 1.
3.1 The 2-body kernel
Let us first examine, for the sake of simplicity, the 2-body problem. The
Calogero Hamiltonian (5) readily decouples into a center of mass and a rela-
tive part. The center of mass part is a simple harmonic oscillator, indepen-
dent of g, so we focus on the g-dependent relative coordinate part.
First, in the free case g = 0, the relative 2-body eigenstates in a harmonic
well in terms of the relative coordinate x = x1 − x2 are
ψn(x) = Hn(x/
√
2) e−x
2/4 , n = 2ℓ (10)
with energy n + 1/2 where Hn(x) is a Hermite polynomial of even order
and therefore ψn is by convention bosonic (nontrivial statistics are expressed
through g, once g 6= 0; g = 1 is also free but corresponds to fermion statis-
tics). The Hermite polynomial Hn can be obtained as
Hn(x/
√
2) =
√
2
n
ex
2/2 d
n
dxn
e−x
2/2 (11)
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It is easy now to turn (10) into a 2d eigenstate by means of the 2-body kernel
e−(x−iz)
2/2. Using (11) and integrating by parts n times we find∫ ∞
−∞
e−(x−iz)
2/2Hn(x/
√
2) dx =
√
2
n
∫ ∞
−∞
eixz+z
2/2 d
n
dxn
e−x
2/2 dx
=
√
2
n
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2/2 d
n
dxn
eixz+z
2/2 dx
=
(
i
√
2z
)n ∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2/2+ixz+z2/2 dx
=
√
2π
(
i
√
2z
)n
That is, ∫ ∞
−∞
e−(x−iz)
2/2Hn(x/
√
2) dx =
√
2π (i
√
2z)n (12)
i.e., Hn(x/
√
2) in (10) is mapped to zn up to an overall coefficient. We
recognize the above as the transition from an oscillator basis to a coherent
state basis.
For g 6= 0, a similar logic prevails: the relative 2-body Calogero eigen-
states in a harmonic well are now
ψn,g(x) = x
gHn,g(x/
√
2) e−x
2/4 , n = 2ℓ, x > 0 (13)
with energy n + g + 1/2 and by convention ψn,g(−x) = ψn,g(x). The g-
deformed Hermite polynomials H2ℓ,g, providing the polynomial part of the
Calogero eigenstates, can be obtained through the action of generalized lad-
der operators on the ground state. This will be fully exploited in the next
section dealing with the N -body case. Here we prefer to take advantage
of the relative simplicity of the 2-body case to provide a more direct and
straightforward treatment that will motivate the N -body result.
The deformed Hermite polynomials can be obtained as
H2ℓ,g(x/
√
2) = 2ℓ x−g ex
2/2
(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)ℓ
(xge−x
2/2) (14)
This arises by acting on the ground state with an even power 2ℓ of the
generalized creation operator for the relative coordinate and conjugating the
7
result with a gaussian, as in the g = 0 case. The power 2ℓ is required to be
even by bosonic statistics.
The operator d2/dx2 − g(g − 1)/x2 that appears above is essentially the
relative 2-body scattering Calogero Hamiltonian on the infinite line, with
scattering eigenstates the Bessel functions
hg(kx) =
√
2π
√
kxJg−1/2(kx)
which are solutions of(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)
hg(kx) = −k2 hg(kx) (15)
For kx large, hg(kx) becomes a combination of plane waves e
±ikx with mo-
mentum k and scattering phase e−iπg
hg(kx)→ e−ipi2 g eikx + eipi2 g e−ikx (x→∞)
while for kx near zero it behaves as hg ∼ xg. Note also that, in the free case
g = 0, 1, hg(kx) = 2 cos(kx) and hg(kx) = 2 sin(kx) respectively.
Let us now show that the appropriate 2-body kernel that will turn Calogero
states into anyon states is
kg(x, z) = e
z2/2hg(zx) e
−x2/2
This is the generalization of the kernel for g = 0, but with the Calogero
scattering solution instead of the plane wave eixz.
In the present case we are restricting the convolution integral to positive
values of x, since xg is not well-defined for negative values of x when g is
fractional. Again, by integrating by parts 2ℓ times, or using the hermiticity
of the scattering Calogero Hamiltonian operator in (15), we obtain∫ ∞
0
ez
2/2hg(xz) e
−x2/2 xgH2ℓ,g(x/
√
2) dx
= 2ℓ
∫ ∞
0
ez
2/2hg(xz)
(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)ℓ
(xge−x
2/2) dx
= 2ℓ
∫ ∞
0
ez
2/2xg e−x
2/2
(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)ℓ
hg(xz) dx
= 2ℓ(−z2)ℓez2/2
∫ ∞
0
xge−x
2/2hg(xz) dx (16)
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In the above integrations by parts it was crucial not to have any contribution
arising from the boundary terms at x = 0. Writing the relation (14) in the
recursive form
H2ℓ,g(x/
√
2) = 2x−gex
2/2
(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)
(xge−x
2/2H2ℓ−2,g(x/
√
2))
we see that the boundary terms picked up in each of the integrating steps
are∫ ∞
0
hg(xz) e
−x2/2 xgH2ℓ,g(x/
√
2) dx
= 2
∫ ∞
0
hg(xz)
(
d2
dx2
− g(g − 1)
x2
)
(xge−x
2/2H2ℓ−2,g(x/
√
2)) dx
= −2z2
∫ ∞
0
hg(xz) x
g e−x
2/2H2ℓ−2,g(x/
√
2) dx
−2 hg(xz) d
dx
(xge−x
2/2H2ℓ−2,g(x/
√
2))
∣∣∣∣
0
+ 2 xge−x
2/2H2ℓ−2,g(x/
√
2)
d
dx
hg(xz)
∣∣∣∣
0
By taking into account the behavior of hg(xz) ∼ (xz)g near zero and the
fact that H2ℓ−2 is regular and goes to a constant at zero, we see that the
boundary terms cancel. By contrast, had we chosen as hg(zx) the second
solution of the Calogero scattering problem that behaves as x1−g near zero,
the combined boundary terms would be proportional to (1−2g)z1−gH2ℓ−2(0)
and would not vanish.
The last integral
∫∞
0
xge−x
2/2hg(xz) dx in (16) is an ℓ-independent func-
tion of z that will yield the desired relative 2-anyon monodromy factor zg,
as we will now demonstrate.
When g is an integer, hg(x) can be rewritten iteratively as
hg(x) = (−1)g 2 xg
(
1
x
d
dx
)g
cosx
which is essentially Rayleigh’s formula for spherical Bessel functions. It fol-
lows that
hg(xz) = (−1)g 2 z−g xg
(
1
x
d
dx
)g
cos(xz)
= (−1)g 2 x−g zg
(
1
z
d
dz
)g
cos(xz) (17)
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where in the last step we used the fact that the function hg(xz) is symmetric
in x and z. Therefore∫ ∞
0
xge−x
2/2hg(xz) dx = (−1)g 2
∫ ∞
0
xge−x
2/2x−gzg
(
1
z
d
dz
)g
cos(xz) dx
= (−1)g 2 zg
(
1
z
d
dz
)g ∫ ∞
0
e−x
2/2 cos(xz)dx
= (−1)g
√
2π zg
(
1
z
d
dz
)g
e−z
2/2
Since 1
z
d
dz
e−z
2/2 = −e−z2/2, it follows that
(
1
z
d
dz
)g
e−z
2/2 = (−1)−ge−z2/2.
Inserting this in (16) we finally obtain∫ ∞
0
xg e−x
2/2 hg(xz) dx =
√
2π zg e−z
2/2
This result was proven for integer values of g in order to introduce a technique
similar to the one that will be used in the nontrivial case of arbitrary N .
However, it actually holds for arbitrary real values of g as it is a known
integral property of Bessel functions [14]. Overall, we obtain the desired
mapping ∫ ∞
0
ez
2/2hg(xz) e
−x2/2 xgH2ℓ,g(x/
√
2) dx = (−2)ℓ
√
2π zg z2ℓ (18)
from the relative 2-body Calogero eigenstate (13) to the relative 2-anyon
eigenstate zg z2ℓ, as given in (3) for the relative 2-anyon problem with α→ g
understood. Note that for g = 0 (18) reduces to (12), since 2 cos(xz) =
eixz + e−ixz reproduces the integral of eixz from −∞ to ∞.
Reintroducing the center of mass coordinate X = (x1+x2)/2, the full en-
ergy eigenstates are products of the above relative Calogero harmonic eigen-
states and ordinary (g = 0) harmonic oscillator eigenstates in X . The full
mapping functional is the product of the relative kernel for the set of vari-
ables x = x1− x2, z = (z1− z2)/2 and the center of mass kernel e(2X−iZ/2)2/2
for the set of variables X = (x1+x2)/2, Z = z1+z2. In terms of the particles
variables x1, x2; z1, z2 this 2-body kernel rewrites as
kg(x1, x2; z1, z2) = e
z21/4+z
2
2/4e−x
2
1−x
2
2 hg
(
(x1 − x2)(z1 − z2)/2
)
ei(x1+x2)(z1+z2)/2
(19)
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We recognize the factor after the harmonic exponentials as the full energy
eigenstate of the scattering 2-body Calogero model that behaves asymptoti-
cally as the plane wave e−i
pi
2
gei(x1z1+x2z2) + ei
pi
2
geiπg ei(x1z2+x2z1).
3.2 The N-body kernel
We now aim to generalize the 2-body kernel (19) to the N -body case. The
logic is similar, but the method needs to be substantially generalized.
The N -body ground state of the harmonic Calogero Hamiltonian (5) with
ω = 1 is
ψ0 =
∏
i>j
(xi − xj)g e−
∑
N
i=1 x
2
i
/2 := ∆x
g e−[x
2]/2 (20)
where we defined
∆x =
∏
i>j
(xi − xj) , [x2] =
N∑
i=1
x2i
ψ0 has energy Eg,0 = gN(N − 1)/2 +N/2, i.e., up to a global shift, (4) with
all the ℓi’s put to zero (with α → g and ω = 1 understood). As in the 2-
body case, the ground state is taken to be bosonic and (20) holds for a fixed
ordering of the particles, in the “wedge” x1 < · · · < xN , while it is extended
symmetrically in the remaining N !− 1 wedges.
Excited states can be obtained through the action of symmetric products
of the ladder operators [15, 16]
a+i = Πi − xi , ai = −Πi − xi (21)
where Πi are the antihermitian operators
Πi =
∂
∂xi
+
∑
j 6=i
Mij
g
xi − xj
with Mij particle permutation operators exchanging particles i and j. The
operators Πi commute,
[Πi,Πj] = 0
As will be reviewed in the sequel, energy eigenstates ψℓ, labeled by the N
integers ℓi, i = 1, . . . , N (where ℓ is understood as the set ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓN), are
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obtained by acting on the ground state with fully symmetrized monomials of
a+i :
ψℓ =
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
(
a+π(i)
)ℓiψ0 (22)
We are looking for an N -body kernel kg[x, z], where x and z denote the
collection of variables x1 < . . . < xN and z1 < . . . < zN respectively, such
that ∫
kg[x, z](ψℓ[x]e
[x2]/2) [dx] = ∆z
g
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
zℓiπ(i)
that is, ψℓ is mapped on the N -anyon eigenstate (3) (with overall harmonic
damping terms removed). The above integral, as well as all other integrals
in this section, is understood to be over the fundamental wedge x1 < x2 <
· · · < xN .
As in the 2-body case, the kernel will be given in terms of the N -body
scattering Calogero eigenstates. The scattering Calogero N -body Hamilto-
nian is
H¯g = −1
2
N∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
∑
i<j
g(g − 1)
(xi − xj)2
i.e., (5) with ω = 0. We define hg[x, z] to be the eigenstate of the scattering
Calogero model with asymptotic momenta z1 < · · · < zN
H¯g hg[x, z] =
1
2
[z2] hg[x, z]
that behaves as (xi − xj)g when xi and xj are close and becomes in the
asymptotic region the combination of scattered plane waves
ei
∑
i
xizi → e−iπN(N−1)g/4
∑
π∈SN
eiπg c(π) ei
∑
i
xpi(i)zi (23)
where c(π) is the number of particle crossings needed to achieve {xπ(i)} from
{xi}, encoding the fact that the scattering phase shift is −πg per two-particle
scattering. The overall phase was chosen to conform with the N = 2 case,
and it also makes the phases of the incident wave ei(x1zN+···+xNz1) and the
fully scattered wave ei(x1z1+···+xNzN ) symmetric. Then the appropriate kernel
is given by
kg[x, z] = e
[z2]/4e−[x
2] hg[x, z]
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which is the generalization of (19) to the N -body case.
The proof proceeds along similar lines as in the 2-body case. The creation
operators (21) can be written as
a+i = e
[x2]/2Πi e
−[x2]/2 (24)
The convolution integral over the fundamental wedge x1 < · · · < xN then
becomes∫
kg[x, z](e
[x2]/2ψℓ[x]) [dx]
=
∫
e[z
2]/4e−[x
2]/2 hg[x, z]
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
(a+π(i))
ℓi∆x
g e−[x
2]/2 [dx]
=
∫
e[z
2]/4hg[x, z]
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
Ππ(i)
ℓi ∆x
g e−[x
2] [dx]
= (−1)
∑
i
ℓie[z
2]/4
∫
∆x
g e−[x
2]
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
Ππ(i)
ℓihg[x, z] [dx]
where in the last step we used the antihermiticity of Πi, ensured by the fact
that the behavior of hg[x, z] as xi → xj eliminates boundary terms, as in the
2-body case.
As we will review below, the action of the symmetrized products in Πi
on hg[x, z] in the above expression reduces them to the conserved integrals
of the scattering Calogero model and produces as their eigenvalues the cor-
responding symmetrized product of zi
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
Πℓiπ(i) hg[x, z] =
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
(izπ(i))
ℓi hg[x, z] (25)
This leads to
∫
kg[x, z]ψℓ[x] [dx] = (−i)
∑
i
ℓi e[z
2]/4
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
zℓiπ(i)
∫
∆x
g e−[x
2]hg[x, z] [dx]
(26)
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We proceed now to justify (22,25) and to show that the integral in the
RHS of (26) above produces the desired ∆z
g factor. In the process, we shall
also obtain an expression of the scattering states of the Calogero model in
terms of an operator acting on plane waves. To this end, we define the
exchange-Calogero scattering Hamiltonian
HˆΠ = −1
2
N∑
i=1
Π2i = −
1
2
N∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
∑
i<j
g(g −Mij)
(xi − xj)2 (27)
and its harmonic counterpart
Hˆa =
N∑
i=1
1
2
(a+i ai + aia
+
i ) =
1
2
N∑
i=1
(
− ∂
2
∂x2i
+ x2i
)
+
∑
i<j
g(g −Mij)
(xi − xj)2
The symmetrized products of the commuting operators Πi in (25) commute
among themselves and with the Hamiltonian HˆΠ (27) and represent integrals
of motion for HˆΠ. All the above operators are invariant under particle permu-
tation. The action of exchange-Calogero Hamiltonians on bosonic N -body
states ψB reduces to that of regular Calogero Hamiltonians; that is,
Hˆa ψB = H˜g ψB
HˆΠ ψB = H¯g ψB (28)
Likewise, the action of the symmetrized products of Πi on bosonic states re-
duces them to integrals of motion of the regular scattering Calogero Hamil-
tonian. Starting from a (non-symmetric) simultaneous eigenstate of the Πi
Πi ψˆ[x, z] = izi ψˆ[x, z]
and projecting it on the bosonic subspace through the projection operator
S =
∑
π∈S Mπ we obtain the corresponding simultaneous eigenstate of the
Calogero Hamiltonian and all symmetrized products of the Πi (which com-
mute with the bosonic projection) with eigenvalue the corresponding sym-
metrized product of zi. This eigenstate must be hg[x, z], since it has the
same energy and the same asymptotic behavior (the Πi act as ∂/∂xi when
xi →∞), which justifies (25).
Similarly, the harmonic exchange-Calogero Hamiltonian satisfies
[Hˆa, a
+
i ] = a
+
i and [Hˆa, ai] = −ai (29)
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Starting with a symmetric state annihilated by all lowering operators ai,
which is actually ψ0 in (20), and acting with symmetrized products of a
+
i
we obtain excited states of Hˆa. Since these states are bosonic, they are also
eigenstates of the regular harmonic Calogero Hamiltonian, which justifies
(22).
To find the value of the integral in the RHS of (26), we further define the
Vandermonde-like operators [17]
∆ˆΠ =
∏
i>j
(Πi − Πj) , ∆ˆa =
∏
i>j
(a+i − a+j )
related, due to (24), as
∆ˆa = e
[x2]/2 ∆ˆΠ e
−[x2]/2 (30)
Let us also define the bosonic-projected operators ∆˜g and ∆¯g as
∆ˆa ψB = ∆˜g ψB
∆ˆΠ ψB = ∆¯g ψB (31)
meaning that all exchange operatorsMij in ∆ˆa and ∆ˆΠ are commuted to the
right and then replaced by 1 to produce ∆˜g and ∆¯g respectively.
All the above operators are antisymmetric under particle permutation, so
when they act on bosonic states produce fermionic ones. Exchange-Calogero
Hamiltonians acting on N -body fermionic states ψF become
Hˆa ψF = H˜−g ψF = H˜g+1 ψF (32)
HˆΠ ψF = H¯−g ψF = H¯g+1 ψF
From the commutativity of Πi it follows
HˆΠ ∆ˆΠ = ∆ˆΠ HˆΠ
Applying this relation on a bosonic state and using the projection relations
(28,31,32) we deduce
H¯g+1 ∆¯g ψB = ∆¯g H¯g ψB (33)
where we used the fact that ∆¯gψB is fermionic. Since all the operators
involved in (33) are local, in the sense that their action involves only the
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value of the function in a small neighborhood of the N -dimensional point
x1, . . . , xN , it follows that their equality cannot depend on global properties
of the function on which they act, such as its symmetry; therefore
H¯g+1 ∆¯g = ∆¯g H¯g
For g integer, iteration of the above relation yields
H¯g ∆¯g−1 . . . ∆¯0 = ∆¯g−1 . . .∆0 H¯0
where H¯0 is the free N -body Hamiltonian. Acting on the symmetrized free
plane wave
S ei
∑
i
xizi =
∑
π∈SN
ei
∑
i
xpi(i)zi
the above gives
H¯g ∆¯g−1 . . . ∆¯0 S e
i
∑
i
xizi = 1
2
[z2] ∆¯g−1 . . . ∆¯0 S e
i
∑
i
xizi
which implies that ∆¯g−1 . . . ∆¯0 S e
i
∑
i
xizi is essentially hg[x, z] up to a pro-
portionality constant. To determine the constant, we observe that when all
the differential operators in ∆¯g act on the plane wave e
i
∑
i
xizi they produce
a Vandermonde determinant in the zi variables,∏
i>j
(izi − izj) = eiπN(N−1)/4 ∆z
This is the coefficient of the term involving no inverse powers of xi, which
leads to the corresponding asymptotic term in hg[x, z]. Comparing the coef-
ficient with that in (23) we obtain
hg[x, z] = (−1)gN(N−1)/2 ∆−gz ∆¯g−1 . . . ∆¯0 S ei
∑
i
xizi (34)
This provides the solution of the scattering Calogero model in terms of the
operators ∆¯g, although their complicated form does not allow for general
explicit expressions.
We will now use the fact that hg[x, z] is, actually, fully symmetric under
exchange of the xi and the zi. This was obvious in the 2-particle case, but it is
rather remarkable that it also holds in the many-body case. To demonstrate
it, we observe that the operators ∆¯0, . . . , ∆¯g−1 appearing in (34) involve only
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operators of the form ∂ij = ∂i− ∂j as well as inverse powers of xij = xi− xj .
All the terms are of the form
1
xijxkl · · ·∂mn∂pq · · · (35)
(with the indices not necessarily distinct). Since ∆¯g′ is homogeneous with
length dimension −N(N − 1)/2, the total number of ∂ij operators and xij
terms must be N(N − 1)/2. The same is true for the product of operators
∆¯g−1 · · · ∆¯0: derivatives can be commuted to the right to give terms of the
form (35) above, where now the total dimension is −gN(N − 1)/2. These
operators acting on an exponential eizixi will produce terms of the form
zmnzpq · · · zijzkl · · · 1
sijskl · · · , sij := zijxij (36)
where we introduced the dimensionless variables sij . The total degree of the
prefactor in the zi is gN(N − 1)/2.
Including the prefactor ∆−gz in (34), which has total degree −gN(N−1)/2
in the zi, we deduce that all z-prefactors in the terms (36) appearing in hg are
dimensionless. Thus they must be either constants or rational expressions in
the zij . Such rational expressions would develop infinities for some zi → zj
in their denominator. This is not possible, as for xi → xj the behavior of
the scattering solution should approach that of the corresponding 2-particle
solution, which is a function of sij = zijxij , and no extra poles should arise
as zij → 0. We conclude that all prefactors must be constants and thus the
full hg[x, z] (apart from the exponential e
izixi) is a function of the variables
sij alone (we have checked this fact explicitly in a few cases). Since all these
variables, as well as the exponential, are invariant under x ↔ z, it follows
that hg[x, z] = hg[z, x]. Summing over the remaining exponentials in Se
izixi
makes hg[z, x] fully permutation symmmetric.
Taking advantage of the x↔ z swap symmetry, we rewrite (34) as
hg[x, z] = (−1)gN(N−1)/2 ∆−gx ∆¯g−1[z] . . . ∆¯0[z]S ei
∑
i
xizi
where ∆¯g[z] are the same operators as ∆¯g but expressed in terms of the zi
rather than xi. This is the N -body generalization of the relation (17) of the
2-body case.
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The integral of interest now in (26) becomes, for integer g,∫
∆x
g e−[x
2] hg[x, z] [dx]
=
∫
∆x
g e−[x]
2
(−1)gN(N−1)/2 ∆−gx ∆¯g−1[z] . . . ∆¯0[z]S ei
∑
i
xizi[dx]
= N ! (−1)gN(N−1)/2∆¯g−1[z] . . . ∆¯0[z]
∫
e−[x]
2+i
∑
i
xizi [dx]
= (−1)gN(N−1)/2 πN/2 ∆¯g−1[z] . . . ∆¯0[z] e−[z2]/4 (37)
(The factor N ! in the third line arose from the N ! terms in S ei
∑
i
xizi, but is
then reabsorbed because we are integrating over only one of the N ! wedges
of the full configuration space.)
It remains to determine the action of operators ∆¯g[z] on e
−[z2]/4. From
the relation
Hˆa a
+
i = a
+
i (Hˆa + 1)
which is a corollary of (29), we deduce
Hˆa∆ˆa = ∆ˆa
(
Hˆa +
N(N − 1)
2
)
(since ∆ˆa contains N(N − 1)/2 creation operators). Applying the above
intertwining relation to a bosonic state ψB we obtain
H˜g+1 ∆˜g = ∆˜g
(
H˜g +
N(N − 1)
2
)
(38)
where we used again the projection relations (28,31,32) and the fact that
∆˜gψB is fermionic, as well as the locality of all operators to remove ΨB.
Applying (38) to the ground state harmonic Calogero wavefunction ψ0 =
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2 with energy eigenvalue Eg,0 = gN(N − 1)/2 +N/2 we obtain
H˜g+1∆˜g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2
)
= ∆˜g
(
Eg,0 +
N(N − 1)
2
)(
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2
)
= Eg+1,0 ∆˜g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2
)
This means that ∆˜g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2
)
is the ground state of H˜g+1. Since this
ground state is unique, it follows that the two states are related as
∆˜g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]/2
)
= C∆x
g+1 e−[x
2]/2 (39)
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with C a proportionality constant. Similarly, applying (30) on a bosonic
state we get by the same locality argument as above
∆˜g = e
[x2]/2 ∆¯g e
−[x2]/2 (40)
Combining (39) and (40) we obtain
∆¯g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]
)
= C∆x
g+1 e−[x
2]
To find the constant C it suffices to notice that the highest-power term in
∆¯g(∆x
g e−[x
2]) is obtained when the highest number of derivatives in ∆¯g all
act on e−[x
2]. But the maximal-derivative term in ∆¯g is
∏
i>j(∂/∂xi−∂/∂xj),
and applying it to e−[x
2] produces (−2)N(N−1)/2∆xe−[x2]. So
∆¯g
(
∆x
g e−[x
2]
)
= (−2)N(N−1)/2∆xg+1 e−[x2]
Rewriting this relation in terms of zi/2 instead of xi and taking into account
the scaling of ∆¯g and ∆x under rescaling of their argument we obtain
∆¯g[z]
(
∆z
g e−[z
2]/4
)
= (−2)−N(N−1)/2∆zg+1 e−[z2]/4
Applying this relation recursively yields
∆¯g−1[z] . . . ∆¯0[z] e
−[z2]/4 = (−2)−gN(N−1)/2∆zg e−[z2]/4
and inserting this result in (37) we obtain∫
∆x
g e−[x
2] hg[x, z] [dx] = 2
−gN(N−1)/2 πN/2∆z
g e−[z
2]/4
This was derived for integer values of g. Still, it should be possible to analyt-
ically continue it to arbitrary real values, especially since the corresponding
relation for N = 2 is known to hold for arbitrary g.
Inserting the above expression for the integral in (26) we obtain our final
result. In order to eliminate spurious factors, we adopt the new rescaled
definition of ψℓ
ψℓ = 2
gN(N−1)/2 π−N/2
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
(
i a+π(i)
)ℓi ψ0
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This absorbs all numerical factors in (26), which becomes∫
e[z
2]/4e−[x
2]/2hg[x, z]ψℓ[x] [dx] = ∆z
g
∑
π∈SN
N∏
i=1
zℓiπ(i)
This is our desired mapping relation.
4 Conclusions and open issues
We presented an explicit convolution that maps Calogero to anyon wavefunc-
tions. Strictly speaking some steps in Section 3, relevant to the appearance of
the Vandermonde prefactor, were performed by assuming integer values for
the statistical parameter g but are expected to hold for general g by analytic
continuation. This is indeed the case for N = 2, but proving these results
directly for non-integer values of g and arbitrary N remains an interesting
open issue.
Our study opens the road for investigations of a similar mapping in re-
lated situations, in particular to spaces of nontrivial topology. Specifically,
the Calogero model can also be compactified on a periodic space, the cor-
responding model involving inverse-sine squared interactions and referred to
as the Sutherland model. (In its basic form it does not involve one-particle
potentials, although such potentials can be added without destroying integra-
bility [18].) For the Sutherland model the same question arises: does it map
to a particular projection of a 2d anyonic model? Indeed, one can view this
model as a different kind of infrared regularization of the Calogero model,
the long distance harmonic regulator discussed above having been traded for
a compact space (the thermodynamic limit is then obtained by taking the
size of the space to infinity). The corresponding 2d anyonic model should be
regularized be eliminating the harmonic trap and defining it on a (perhaps
partially) compact space. This could be a cylinder, which would compactify
one dimension, or a 2d sphere, which would offer a fully symmetric compact-
ification. A restriction of the angular momenta of the anyon states should
also be invoked, similar to the one on the plane. This connection is currently
under investigation.
Another generalization of the Calogero model involves periodization of
its potential on a complex torus, leading to the elliptic Calogero model. A
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natural conjecture would be that this model would map to (particular states
of) anyons on a doubly periodic space torus. Such a mapping presents several
challenges. On the anyon side, FQH/anyon states on manifolds of toroidal
topology are notoriously hard to write. Issues of nontrivial non-abelian rep-
resentations of the global magnetic translation group (aka the “noncommu-
tative torus”) contribute, but also the exact mathematical expressions of the
states are unknown. On the Calogero side, the identification of the exci-
tation energies and wavefunctions of the elliptic Calogero model is a hard
long-standing problem, in contrast to the harmonic or Sutherland versions
of the model.
What makes this problem both tantalizing and frustrating is the fact
that the classical elliptic model can be obtained as a limit of an ordinary
Calogero system with a large number of particles reduced by a set of discrete
symmetries. Quantum mechanically, however, the imposed constraints are
second class and the corresponding reduction of quantum states is not easy to
obtain, notwithstanding some interesting analytical work by Langmann [19].
Analytical work by Ruijsenaars [20] is restricted to the simplest nontrivial
case of two particles. Other connections and relations of the elliptic system
to deformations of Yang-Mills theory on elliptic curves [21] have also not led
to explicit results. Obtaining explicit relations between the Calogero and
anyon system for the elliptic/toroidal case would contribute towards filling
this gap.
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